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Fig. 1. Demo of Make OS Home: an example to show a digital transformation from a traditional desktop in Windows 10
operating system (a) towards a desktop in a home-like operating system via virtual reality (b) where the desktop on a 2D
screen is transferred into a 3D desk model in VR.

Abstract—With the rapid development of Virtual Reality (VR)
technologies in recent years, VR displays become more and
more popular, democratic, and attractive for users. Therefore,
academic researchers are exploring the way to employ advanced
VR technologies to achieve a smooth digital transfer from tra-
ditional user interfaces towards VR interfaces. In this paper, we
present Make OS Home: a digital transformation implementation
prototype from a traditional 2D-screen-based operating system
towards a home-like immersive 3D operating system in virtual
reality. As shown in Figure 1, a desktop of standard Windows
10 operating system is shown in (a), through the implementation
presented in this paper, the desktop will be transformed into a
virtual desktop in home-like environment through virtual reality
as shown in (b). In this paper, we will present details on how to
implement the interactions between users, VR controllers, and
the operating system to achieve such digital transformation on
operating systems.

Index Terms—digital transformation, operating system, virtual
reality, virtual desktop

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of Virtual Reality (VR) tech-
nologies, there are more and more chances to transform the
traditional user interfaces into immersive user interfaces in
VR. Such evolution in digital transformation provides re-
searchers with lots of opportunities to explore how different
user interactions between 2D screens-based platforms and 3D
immersive VR platforms affect user experiences. Therefore,
lots of research work on user VR experiences have been
proposed in diverse aspects of life such as VR aided shape
modelings [1], VR education and training [2], VR entertain-

ments [3], VR sports [4], VR performance arts [5], VR mu-
sic [6], VR agriculture [7], and VR business management [8],
etc. As one of the most fundamental studies of computer
science, operating system design is a very important topic
that can affect people’s daily work and life. VR technologies
provide infinity chances to change people’s feelings about the
operating system and computer-related working experiences.
Therefore, it is a promising topic to show how the evolution of
the operating systems can affect users’ experiences and how
to further extend such evolution through VR technologies.

During the 1980s, early ages of operating systems have
no graphical user interfaces (GUI) such as Microsoft’s MS-
DOS [9]. Since 1985, Windows 1.0 first introduce GUI,
through various generations of the graphical Microsoft Win-
dows operating systems [10], we have Windows 10 as most
popular operating system today. As shown in Figure 2, the
earliest GUIs of Windows operating systems mainly consist
of simple shapes such as rectangles, rough vector icons, and
monotonic colors themes such as green and grays. Until
Windows XP (2001), pictures were introduced into the main
theme of OS. At the same time, icons are more photo-realistic
than before which are drawn with simple vector graphics.
Since Windows VISTA (2006), 3D effects are introduced when
switching between windows using win+tab keys. This is a
great evolution in Windows OS and gives users great visual
effects. Later in Windows 7 (2009), while the 3D components
are being kept, transparent icons are introduced. This is the
peak masterpiece of work for windows with great visual effects



Fig. 2. History of windows operating systems from Windows 1 (1985) to WIndows 10 (2015).

and impressive user experiences. But unfortunately, due to
the large among of computation efforts are put on graphical
computing, the system is tending to be slow and wastes more
electricity. Therefore, in Windows 8.1 (2012) and Windows
10 (2015), the 3D and transparent effects are removed. Then
system becomes faster and less power-demanding. The advan-
tage of Windows 10 is the introduction of photo icons in the
start menu. As we can see, within these 30 years, there are
up to more than 10 different versions of Microsoft Windows
operating systems. An obvious trend can be seen that Windows
operating systems are becoming more and more user-friendly
and environmental-friendly while achieving stronger visual
performance and optimizing the system’s efficiency.

As advanced technologies in virtual reality are emerging,
a notion of ”working in VR” is appearing as well. Lots of
recent works are focused on moving workspace from the
real world to virtual space in VR. For example, as shown
in Figure 3 (a), immersed [11] presents a novel VR interface
for creating private working space, supporting multiple virtual
monitors without adding additional hardware. Also, immersed
is portable as it supports mobile and wireless headsets so that
it can be taken anywhere. As shown in Figure 3 (b), Virtual
Desktop [12] is an application developed for the Oculus Rift
/ Rift S, HTC Vive, Valve Index, and WMR headsets that
can visualize the screen of a computer as a virtual screen in
VR. As shown in Figure 3 (c), VR-OS [13] is an operating
system that replaces the monitor with a head-mounted display
in an immersive virtual environment. It provides the virtual
mouse and virtual keyboard that can match with the real ones
on the desk. VR-OS allows powerful workflows in virtual
reality platforms. VR-OS allows powerful workflows in virtual
reality platforms. As shown in Figure 3 (d), Falkengren et
al. [14] presented a concept VR OS user interface (UI) was
developed with basic OS features such as viewing files and

opening programs. As the closest work to ours, Falkengren et
al. [14] developed a prototype virtual operating system that
considers 3D icons and file browsers through VR operations
such as fragging and dropping. But unfortunately, all of those
proposed works are actually pseudo-3D visualizations where
all displays, icons and browsers are visualized through flat or
curved virtual 3D surfaces which look like 2D plat or curved
screens hanging in the 3D virtual environment.

Therefore, given these observations, we propose Make OS
Home: a home-like operating system in virtual reality. In Make
OS Home, all 3D icons can be created, dragged, and clicked
in full 3D space that is not restricted to a flat surface of the
pseudo-3D space. In this interface, users are able to manipulate
3D icons as if manipulating 3D things at home. During each
operation on 3D icons in the virtual environment, operating
system APIs will be invoked simultaneously to modify the
file system within the operating system. At the same time,
we provide a screen of the operating system through a virtual
monitor, so that users can identify the operations that happened
in the operating system while they are manipulating the
3D icons using VR controllers. Our work reveals a novel
aspect and a new level of control degree for operating system
user interactions and GUI, which opens a new dimension
of how to interact with the operating system in an entirely
immersive way. In the future, by regarding our interactive
interface of Make OS Home as a prototype, extending our
interfaces with other types of operating system operations
such as hardware settings, network settings, visualizing image
and video within 3D volumes, and so forth, the GUI of the
future operating system will be entirely transferred in virtual
reality. The full demo of the video can be reached at this
link: https://youtu.be/0yyF0zItUZ0 which shows manipulating
folders and documents with our devised VR interface.



(a) immersed [11]. (b) Virtual Desktop [12].

(c) VR-OS [13]. (d) Conceptual VR OS [14].

Fig. 3. Examples of related works on virtual desktops or
conceptual virtual reality operating systems.

II. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In this section, we present the implementation details of
Make OS Home. In our implementation, we are mainly focus-
ing on how to connect the file systems in an operating system
with 3D virtual objects as manipulable icons in virtual reality
and how to display such files system through to two views
(1) a virtual monitor that records the screen of the operating
system and (2) the user’s 3D view in a virtual environment.
Our work extends an operating system with VR operations
through the proposed two views. We have implemented the
Make OS Home system using Unity 3D with the 2019 version.
We have implemented the VR interactive interface using the
Steam VR 2.0 plugin. The hardware configurations include
Intel Core i5 CPU, 32GB DDR4 RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1650 4GB GDDR6 Graphics Card. The VR program is
configured on Oculus Quest 2.0.
File System. Given our purpose to connect the file system
with VR objects of 3D icons, we propose an extended version
of the data structure to represent the file system. In our imple-
mentation, we mainly consider two types of files (1) a folder
and (2) a document. A folder can have an arbitrary number
of subfolders, a document has no subdocument. Therefore,
a file system is typically a tree data structure. Let us call
a node representing a folder or a document a file node,
then the file system is the tree consist of a root node and
its descendants. In our case, the root node is the desktop
folder, and other subfolders on the desktop are its children.
As shown in Figure 4, a detailed representation of the file
node is presented. We store the file information such as file
name and file type (folder or document) within a class classed
called FileValue. FileValue also contains the icon object which
is a game object in Unity and the icon behaviour which is
a C# class defining the interactions between icon and VR
controllers. FileValue is always paired with a string called
FileKey. The reason is we have maintained all file nodes not
only in a file tree, but also in a Hash table for easy access.

Fig. 4. Data structure of a file node which is the basic
component of a file system in our Make OS Home interface.
Different colors represents different C# classes in Unity.

User Interactions. We have im-
plemented several different file op-
erations such as creating file icons,
dragging file icons, scaling file
icons, and delete file icons. Each
operation is followed by a selec-
tion detection which is achieved
by calculating a line intersection between the lightsaber shoot-
ing out from the controller and the selected object. After the
selected object is determined, we will check whether there is
a click on the right controller. If so, we will react according
to which icon is selected: if the selected icon is the create
folder or create document icon as shown in the figure above
where there are green plus signs attached, then we will call the
system API to create that file at the current path; Otherwise,
if the selected icon is a subfolder of the current folder, then
we will switch to that subfolder where all of the children files
or documents in that subfolder will appear.

Perhaps, the selected icon is a
document in the current folder. In
this case, we will call system API
to run a notepad app to open such
text file. Or, if the selected file
icon is the current folder itself,
then we will hide all of the chil-
dren subfolders and switch to its parent folder. If there is no
clicks from the grab button on the right controller, then we will
detect whether the pinch button is pressed. If so, a dragging
operation is applied on that file icon. If that file icon is dragged
into a recycle bin icon as shown in the figure above, then we
will call a system API to remove that folder or file recursively.
This operation can be achieved by adding a specially tagged
collider onto the recycle bin so that every game object hit that
recycle bin will be disappeared. During the dragging operation,
user can also push the joystick up with thumb to zoom in the
3D icon or push thumb down to zoom out the 3D icon.



(1) Pointing at a desktop icon in VR. (2) Zooming in a desktop icon in VR. (3) Zooming out a desktop icon in VR.

(4) Clicking at a desktop icon in VR. (5) Clicking at a create folder icon in VR. (6) A folder and its icon in VR are created.

(7) Dragging a folder icon in VR. (8) Deleting a folder icon in VR. (9) A folder and its icon in VR are deleted.

Fig. 5. A running example of using the Make OS Home system (Part I).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we give a frame-by-frame demo of a running
example to illustrate our proposed system. As shown in
Figure 5, subfigures (1)-(3) demonstrate a process to zoom
in and zoom out the desktop icon in VR. Users first point
their controllers towards the desktop icon in VR. Then the
shining bounding box will pop up (1). When holding the pinch
button down, users can push the joystick on the controller
up and down to zoom in the desktop icon (2) and zoom
out the desktop icon (3). Subfigures (9)-(9) demonstrate a
process to create a folder and delete a folder. After a click
at the desktop icon with the grab button on the controller,
the create folder/document icon will pop up (4). After another
click at the create folder icon (5), a new folder icon will be
created randomly between the controller’s position and the
desktop icon position using a randomized linear interpolation
(6). Then users can drag the folder icon in mid-air (7) until
it hits the recycle bin icon (8), the folder icon disappears (9).
Noted that the 2D folder icon on the desktop in the virtual
screen appears and disappears together with the 3D folder icon

simultaneously, as the system API is called to create and delete
the file along with the user’s VR operation automatically. Also,
the screen recorder API will update the VR monitor screen’s
texture to reflect the changes made in the operating system.

There is another testing case in this experiment as shown
in Figure 6. This time, the user creates a folder (1) but does
not drag the folder to the recycle bin, instead, somewhere else
nearby (2). When the user clicks on the folder icon, the user
will navigate into that folder (3). If users click the create icon
again, the files will be created under that folder. (4)-(6) shows
the process to create and drag a folder while (7)-(9) is creating
and dragging a text document.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present Make OS Home: a digital trans-
formation implementation prototype from a traditional 2D-
screen-based operating system towards a home-like immersive
3D operating system in virtual reality. We demonstrate the
functionalities of our proposed interface in the experiments.



(1) Click at a create folder icon in VR. (2) Dragging a folder icon in VR. (3) Click at a folder icon in VR.

(4) Clicking at a create folder icon in VR. (5) A folder and a its icon in VR are created. (6) Dragging a folder icon in VR.

(7) Clicking at a create document icon in VR. (8) A document and a its icon in VR are created. (9) A document icon is put on a shelf in VR.

Fig. 6. A running example of using the Make OS Home system (Part II).

Through Make OS Home, users can successfully create, nav-
igate, and delete the files when operating 3D icons in VR.

In future work, we will extend our proposed system by
adding new features such as moving folders into another
through the dragging the icons similar to the delete operation,
adding a start menu in VR to trigger more apps other than the
notepad app, adding hardware configuration settings in VR,
adding network connections in VR, and rendering 3D images
in VR, etc. In the end, build an entirely new VR OS without
relying on another existing OS such as Windows. We believe
our work can open the new dimension to think about how the
future operating systems will look like on a VR platform.
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